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ABSTRACT

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) has been used successfully for years with
different purposes. It is used in systems that using some kind of intelligence
and automation. Nowadays, there are a lot of modeling languages used to
model MAS. One of the well-known MAS modeling languages is Agent
Unified Modeling Language (AUML). AUML is an agent modeling
language based on Unified Modeling Language (UML 2.0), it enhances
some of UML diagrams and it doesn’t use or enhance the remain of UML
diagrams. Even, AUML is the closest agent modeling language to UML; it
still has some serious weaknesses that have not been solved yet while
dealing with agents.
This study enhanced the agent class diagram in the agent modeling language
AUML and presents a new agent class diagram that solves some of the
weaknesses of AUML by using strengthens of some other agent modeling
languages.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

2
The Unified Modeling Language UML [5, 10], was introduced for supporting Object
Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE), it was developed by Object Management
Group (OMG). OMG is an international, open membership, not-for-profit computer
industry consortium. It is modeling standards to enable powerful visual design,
execution, and maintenance of software and other processes. It defines and maintains
the UML specifications which is published and promoted continuously in a set of
versions. Agent Unified Modeling Language (AUML), was extended from UML for
supporting Agent Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE), it was developed by
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA). FIPA is an international non-profit
association of companies and organizations dedicated to promoting the industry of
intelligent agents by openly developing specifications supporting interoperability
among agents and agent-based applications [1, 2].

1.1 Agent
An agent is a computational entity such as a software program that can be viewed
as perceiving and acting upon its environment and that is autonomous in that its
behavior at least partially depends on its own experience [4, 8, 15].

1.2. AUML Class Diagram Problem
There are a set of problems in AUML models especially in Agent Class Diagram.
The majority of these problems come from that AUML doesn’t deals with
knowledge; and there are no formal semantics in AUML diagrams at all [19, 20, 21].
We can classify AUML Agent Class Diagram problems in the following:
1.2.1. Planning
Any agent should have the ability to react based on plans [2, 19, 22]; in AUML
there were no plans for agents, there is only an automata that defines a set of
states for each agent communicative act “incoming message” that represented in
state chart diagram, and what will be the reaction for that communicative act
based on its internal state [2, 19, 22].
1.2.2. Roles
In AUML Role is defined as attribute without any corresponding behavior to
that Role [2, 22].
1.2.3. Knowledge Base
AUML extended from Object-Oriented modeling language that means it doesn’t
support or contains a Knowledge Base, and the outcome will be a dummy agent
that doesn’t solve problems rationally [2, 22].
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1.2.4. Configurations
In AUML, every time we instantiate an agent we should verify all its attributes,
same thing when the agent want to die, it doesn’t have any plan for dying, and
these booth are very important for agents [1].
1.2.5. Unpredictable Agent behavior
Because Agent-Head Automata in AUML Agent Class Diagram is responsible
for an agent behavior, AUML facing serious problems in unpredictable
behavior; because all agent behaviors are implemented in a static and in a
predictable way [2, 3].

1.3. Importance of the problem
AUML is the strongest agent modeling language as stated in the two surveys [29,
30], but it still doesn’t have a complete solution for agent modeling; because since
2004, FIPA stopped developing and improving AUML diagrams [29].
The Agent Class Diagram is the kernel of these models and its improvement will
lead to the improvements of all other models and consequentially to the
enhancement of agent modeling in general.

1.4. Insufficiencies of actual approaches dealing with the problem
There are number of languages modeling Agent structure [12, 21, 25]. Some of these
modeling languages based on object oriented concepts like AUML [19, 20, 21],
PASSI [2], GAIA [2]. And the other modeling languages like CoMoMAS [2] and
MASCommonKADS [12] use knowledge engineering to model multiagent systems.
The insufficiencies of AUML (area of study) were enumerated in details above; the
problem in other models is that they concentrate on a specific modeling field. Agent
modeling languages are classified in two types, first type built upon the concept of
knowledge engineering, and the other built upon pure object oriented concepts.
Neither pure object oriented nor pure knowledge engineering can give us the optimal
Agent Class Diagram Model.

1.5. The Contribution
In this research, we identified a more comprehensive set of agent structural
requirements, by discovering the ones upon which are based the above works, and
combining them in a complete useful in a justified way. We propose a set of new
agent structures combining object oriented and knowledge engineering concepts.

CHAPTER 2
CASE STUDY
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In this chapter, we will present a RobocupRescue Simulation system as a case study
[34]. We will begin this chapter by taking an overview to RobocupRescue Simulation
system, after that we will present all scenarios for each agent used in RobocupRescue
system. After that, analyzing all these agents based on automated negotiation,
knowledge, thinking, environment, events, services, goals, and resources.

2.1 RobocupRescue Simulation
Design and construction of multi-agent system infrastructures is a challenging but
an interesting problem. Designing systems for soccer player robots, computeraided design of a generic robot controller for a multi- robot system, design and
implementation of automated highway systems, and the hot topic of trading agents
are a few examples of the works in this field.

The engaged test bed is the rescue simulation environment. This test bed is
basically designed for the goal of disaster mitigation of an earthquake. Three kinds
of completely different agents are aimed to minimize the overall damage to the
city. Such agents have various abilities and hence different responsibilities such as
extinguishing burning buildings, rescuing injured civilians, etc. Also they are
supposed to come across a mutual agreement so that their cooperation and
coordination would enhance their collaborative efforts and this adds to their
complexity. Two aspects of a multi-agent system with intelligence are eligible to
note. The first one is the intelligence of each agent. The other one is considered
with the system as a whole and it is the agents’ coordination and cooperation to
reach desired goals. In the implemented system both issues are considered and
emphasized. It means that although each agent tries to perform his assigned tasks
as perfect as possible, he tries to act so that the overall system benefits. In other
words the agents are not selfish.

2.1.1 Overview of RobocupRescue Simulation
The main aim of RobocupRescue Simulation is simulating a disaster
situation in a city. There is a kernel simulating the city and some simulators
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simulating the disaster conditions. The parts that we have developed are the
agents, and they are:
– Fire Brigades
– Ambulance Teams
– Police Forces
The main goal of the agents is to rescue more civilians. Although,
ambulances are responsible for rescuing civilians, but polices will clear the
roads so that ambulances and fire brigades can move in the city. Fire
brigades have to extinguish fires to reduce the amount of damage (the less
fire, the more alive civilians).

2.1.2 Fire Brigade Agents
In this environment, the fire brigades are responsible for controlling the
spread of fire in the city, and extinguishing as many buildings as possible.
For this purpose, each agent takes advantage of his visual perception and
identifies the buildings on fire. For each burning building the agent
autonomously tries to estimate how dangerous that building would be and
how much it threatens its neighbors. After this phase, the fire brigades need
to act upon the world’s situation in a unified approach to increase their
coordination. The most obvious approach in this phase is finding the most
important buildings on fire and extinguishing them. So, the way agents
calculate a building’s priority plays an important role in this phase. A
proposed workflow for a fire brigade is depicted in figure 2.1. As the figure
suggests, the workflow contains four phases, namely: perception, analysis,
decision making, and implementation. This means that the agent first
receives raw information about the environment. Then by means of
communication with other agents, his experiments and his experiences, the
agent uses this information to gain some kind of knowledge that would be
useful in the decision making phase. Then the agent’s world model is
investigated to find appropriate targets.
The most useful and the best estimated targets are selected in this decision
making process. In the last phase the agent implements the desired actions
according to the target he has chosen.
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Figure 2.1: A proposed workflow for a fire brigade agent

The decision making section is the most important phase in the agent’s
workflow in each cycle. The fire brigade agents use a two layered
architecture for this phase. In the first stage, the agents decide independently.
They do not care the state of other agents and they selfishly choose some
targets for their own. In the next stage, the agents try to both actively
coordinate with other fire brigades and also communicate with other types of
agents. In this way the overall rescue integrity is guaranteed and this
collaboration enriches the result and the overall performance of the system.
One of the advantages of this architecture is the independence of the two
layers. This enables implementation and evaluation of different algorithm in
each layer.

2.1.3 Police Force Agents
In Rescue Simulation, the police forces are supposed to clear roads. Trying to
clear more roads is not the optimum action. Polices have to select the most
important roads. Importance of a road is defined as how many times other
agents will pass through this road in the following cycles.
In order to improve the police forces’ in decision making, reinforcement
learning has been used. In this method each agent has three actions as
follows:
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– Stay in his area: the police stay and walk around in the area his currently in.
– Help other agents: Selection of this action means the police will be leaving
his current area so as to clear a specific road to help another agent achieve his
goal
– Change the area of responsibility
2.1.4 Ambulance Teams
Ambulance team agent’s rescue injured civilians. They obtain information of
civilians by means of communication, and gathering auditory and visual
information. In order to determine whether to go to rescue a civilian or move
around to find an injured civilian.

2.2 Case study analysis
In Robocup Rescue system, there are three types of agents: Fire Brigade Agents,
Police Force Agents, and Ambulance agents.

2.2.1 Fire Brigade Agents
Agent in Fire Brigade should contain the following structure:
- Automated Negotiation
Any agent in Fire Brigade Agents should have the ability to communicate,
collaborate, cooperate, and negotiate with other agents in the same
environment and with other agents in other environments. This operation
should lead to reach, or to get closer, to the goal.
Automated negotiation happened in the second stage in decision making, the
agents try to both actively coordinate with other fire brigades and also
communicate with other types of agents.

- Knowledge
Agent must have some kind of knowledge about his experiments and
experiences

- Thinking
Thinking happened in the Decision Making phase. It contains two stages: in
the first stage, the agents decide independently; they do not care the state of
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other agents and they selfishly choose some targets for their own. In the next
stage, the agents try to both actively coordinate with other fire brigades and
also communicate with other types of agents.
Each agent receives a visual perception and identifies the buildings on fire.
For each burning building the agent autonomously tries to estimate how
dangerous that building would be and how much it threatens its neighbors.
After this phase, the fire brigades need to act upon the world’s situation in a
unified approach to increase their coordination. The most obvious approach
in this phase is finding the most important buildings on fire and
extinguishing them. So, the way agents calculate a building’s priority plays
an important role in this phase.

- Environment
Fire Brigade environment

- Events
All raw information about the environment received from its perception and
some actions that agents do and that may affect other agents.
For example:
All visual information about burning buildings (received event)
All visual information about civilians (received event)
Fire Brigade whistle (sent event)

- Services
There are no services provided by this agent in this system

- Goals
Extinguishing burning buildings
Evacuation injured civilians

- Resources
Fire brigade vehicle
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2.2.2 Police Force Agents
Agent in Police Force should contain the following structure:
- Automated Negotiation
Any agent in Police Force should have the ability to communicate,
collaborate, cooperate, and negotiate with other agents in the same
environment and with other agents in other environments. This operation
should lead in the final stage to reach or to get closer to the goal.

- Knowledge
Agents must have knowledge about his experiments and experiences

- Thinking
Thinking in police forces needed in two areas:
Clearing roads: The police forces are supposed to clear roads. Trying to
clear more roads is not the optimum action. Polices have to select the most
important roads.
After selecting the most important road: Police forces have three actions
to do as follows:
– Stay in his area: When this action is chosen, the police stay in his area and
walks around the area he is currently in.
– Help other agents: Selection of this action means the police will be leaving
his current area so to clear specific road to help another agent.
– Change the area of responsibility

- Environment
Police Force environment

- Events
All raw information about the environment received from its perception and
some actions that agents do and that may affect other agents.
For example:
All visual information about roads to clear (received event)
All visual information about civilians (received event)
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- Services
There are no services provided by this agent in this system

- Goals
Evacuation injured civilians
Clearing roads

- Resources
Police car and Police station

2.2.3 Ambulance Teams
Agent in Ambulance Teams should contain the following structure:
- Automated Negotiation
Any agent in Ambulance Teams should have the ability to communicate,
collaborate, cooperate, and negotiate with other agents in the same
environment and with other agents in other environments. This operation
should lead in the final stage to reach or to get closer to the goal.

- Knowledge
All Agents must have knowledge about their old experiments and
experiences

- Thinking
Ambulance team agent’s rescue injured civilians. They obtain information of
civilians by means of communication, and gathering auditory and visual
information. The rescuer should know whether to go to rescue a civilian or
move around to find an injured civilian.

- Environment
Ambulance Teams environment
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- Events
All raw information about the environment received from its perception and
some actions that agents do and that may affect other agents.
For example:
All visual information about civilians (received event)

- Services
There are no services provided by this agent in this system

- Goals
Evacuation injured civilians
Rescuing injured civilians
- Resources
Ambulance vehicle
Ambulance first aid

CHAPTER 3
CLASS DIAGRAM IN ACTUAL WORKS
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In this chapter, we will present Class Diagrams in actual researches. We will begin this
presentation by introducing Class Diagram in Unified Modeling Language, then
introducing the Agent Class Diagram in Agent Unified Modeling Language that we
will enhance, after that we will present a set of new Agent structures and their
relationships, proposed by several actual recent research works.

3.1. Class Diagram in Unified Modeling Language UML
Class diagrams are one of the most fundamental diagrams in UML [5, 23]. They are
used to capture the static relationships of software elements [5, 10, 23].
UML divides diagrams into two categories: structural diagrams and behavioral
diagrams [10, 23]. Structural diagrams are used to capture the physical organization
of the things in a system, while behavioral diagrams focus on the behavior of
elements in a system. Class Diagram is one of UML structural diagrams that used to
capture the static relationships of the software.
Class diagrams commonly contain the following:
3.1.1.

Classes

Classes are the most important building block of any Object Oriented system. A
class represents a group of things that have common state and behavior. In other
words, a class can be seen as a set of objects that share the same attributes,
operations, relationships, and semantics [5, 23]

• Attributes
An attribute is a named property of a class that describes a range of values
that instances of the property may hold. A class may have any number of
attributes or no attributes at all. An attribute represents some property of the
thing you are modeling that is shared by all objects of that class. An
attribute is therefore an abstraction of the kind of data or state an object of
the class might encompass.

• Operations
An operation is the implementation of a service that can be requested from
any object of the class to affect behavior. In other words, an operation is an
abstraction of something you can do to an object that is shared by all objects
of that class. A class may have any number of operations or no operations.
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3.1.2.

Interfaces

An interface is a collection of operations that are used to specify a service of a
class or a component. A type is a stereotype of a class used to specify a domain
of objects, together with the operations (but not the methods) applicable to the
object.
3.1.3.

Relationships

A relationship is a connection among entities. In Object Oriented modeling, the
four most important relationships are generalizations, associations, and
realizations.

• Dependencies
A dependency is a using relationship, specifying that a change in the
specification of one entity may affect another entity that uses it, but not the
reverse. Dependencies used when we want to show one thing using another.

• Generalizations
A generalization is a relationship between a general classifier (superclass)
and a more specific classifier (subclass). With a generalization relationship
from the child to the parent, the child will inherit all the structure and
behavior of his parent. The child may even add new structure and behavior,
or it may override the behavior of the parent.

• Associations
An association is a structural relationship, specifying that objects of one
thing are connected to objects of another. It is used when the relationship
between two elements is complex.

• Realizations
A realization is a semantic relationship between classifiers, where one
classifier specifies a contract that another classifier guarantees to carry out.
This relationship can be found in two places: between interfaces and the
classes or components that realize them, and between use cases and the
collaborations that realize them.
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3.2. AUML Class Diagram
UML Class diagrams are modified deeply in order to encompass agent features
such as mental state or interaction protocols. For pointing out the differences with
class diagrams in UML, the Class Diagrams in AUML called Agent Class Diagram
[2, 20, 21, 22].
AUML Agent Class Diagram is constituted by: Agent Class, Agent Communication
Language (ACL), Agent Service, and relationships.
3.2.1. Agent Class
Agent Class in AUML consists of the following:

• Name
Three information may be supplied in agent name: instance, role, and class.


Instance
Instances give the name of each agent involved.



Role
A role is the behavior associated to an entity into a particular context.



Class
In AUML, a Class is a set of agents that share the same set of agent
characteristics.

• State Description
It defines the state of the agent. It has the same construction of attributes in
UML:
[visibility] name [multiplicity] [:type] [= initial-value] [property-string]


Visibility defines how an attribute can be seen and used by others.
Three cases are available: public, private and protected.



Name is the name of the attribute. It is a textual string and name must be
unique within the class.



Multiplicity is used when it is necessary to represent several copies of
the same attribute.



Type represents the type of the attribute.



Initial-value describes the initial value of this attribute.
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Property-string defines how attributes can be used: changeable is the
default value and means that it is possible to update the value of this
attribute, add-only is used for lists and means that only the insertion is
possible, it is then not possible to update or to delete values in the list,
frozen corresponds to constants, the value of the attribute cannot be
modified.

• Actions
In AUML, two kinds of actions can be specified for an agent: proactive
actions that are triggered by the agent itself and reactive actions that are
triggered when receiving some message from another agent.
In its full form, the syntax of an action is:
[visibility] [pre-conditions] name [(parameter-list)] [post-conditions]


Visibility defines how an attribute can be seen and used by others.



Parameter-list contains both the name of the parameter and its type.



Pre-conditions are constraints that must be true when an action is
invoked.



Post-conditions are constraints that must be true to complete an action.

• Methods
Methods like operations in UML. An operation is the implementation of a
service that can be requested from any agent of the class to affect behavior;
in other words, an operation is an abstraction of something you can do to an
agent and that is shared by all agent of that class.
In its full form, the syntax of a method is:
[visibility] [pre-conditions] name [(parameter-list)]
[: return-type] [post-conditions] [property-string]


Visibility defines how an attribute can be seen and used by others.



Parameter-list contains a list of parameters.



Type and return-type represent the type of the action and of the
parameter respectively.



Pre-conditions are constraints that must be true when an action
invoked.



Post-conditions are constraints that must be true to complete an action.
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Property-string defines how attributes can be used: changeable is the
default value and means that it is possible to update the value of this
attribute, add-only is used for lists and means that only the insertion is
possible, it is then not possible to update or to delete values in the list,
frozen corresponds to constants, the value of the attribute cannot be
modified.

• Service Description
Service description can be seen as interface in UML. Service descriptions
are represented with their operations as a class called Agent Service.

• Supported Protocols
Supported protocols are described as a list. Supported protocols are adorned
with the roles played by the agent in these protocols.

• Agent-Head-Automata
The agent head automata define the behavior of an agent’s head. Agents are
composed of three parts: communicator, head, and body.
The agent communicator is responsible for the physical communication of
the agent. The main functionality of the agent is implemented in the agent
body. The agent’s head behavior has to be specified with the agent head
automata. Especially, this automata related to the incoming messages with
the internal state, actions, methods and the outgoing messages, called the
reactive behaviors of the agent.
Moreover, it defines the pro-active behaviors of an agent, i.e. it
automatically triggers different actions, methods, and state-changes
depending on the internal state of the agent. An example of pro-active
behavior is to do some action at a specific time, e.g. an agent migrates at
predefined times from one machine to another, or it is the result of some
request-when communicative acts.
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• Group Representation “Organization”
The compartment organization gives the different groups in which the agent
evolves, which roles it plays and under which constraints, it can evolve in
these groups. The syntax for this information written as the following:
[constraint] organization : role


Constraints are written as a free-form text or as an OCL expression.
Constraints must be satisfied if agents want to belong to this group.

3.2.2. Agent Communication Language “ACL”
In order to communicate with other agents, agents use protocols and a specific
agent communication language that describes the semantics associated to
communicative acts.
Agent Communication Language in AUML consists of the following:

• Agent Communication Language name
Name of the communicative act.

• Description
Description of the content of this communicative act in natural language.

• Message Content
Description of the content associated to this communicative act. In FIPA
ACL the message content in written in the “: content” compartment.

• Semantics
Contains the structure of this communicative act. It can be written by FIPA
Semantic Language “FIPA SL”.
3.2.3. Agent Service
A service is an activity that an agent can perform and is provided to other agents.
Agent Service in AUML consists of the following:

• Name
Name of the service.

• Description
A description in natural language of this service.

• Type
The type of the service.
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• ACL
List of agent communication languages used in this service.

• Ontology
A list of ontologies supported by the service.

• Content Language
A list of content languages supported by the service.

• Properties
A list of properties that discriminate the service.

3.2.4. Agent Class Relationships
There were many proposed relationships for AUML Class Diagram, but nothing has
been accomplished yet because FIPA has some internal organizational problems
[19, 20]. Agent main relationships are:

• Generalization
It is an organizational abstraction mechanism that creates an agent class
from its constituent classes that satisfy a subclass-of to the generalized class.
The inverse of generalization is known as specialization. The specialized
agent class inherits the mental state of the generalized agent class.

• Aggregation
It is also an organizational abstraction mechanism by which an agent class is
constructed from its constituent agent classes that satisfy a part-of
relationship to the aggregated form.

• Cooperation
It is a behavioral abstraction mechanism that creates an organization or a
society of cooperative agents from the constituent agent classes.

3.2.5. Applying the case study in AUML
In our case study we have three types of agents: Fire Brigades agents,
Ambulance Teams, and Police Force Agents. For simplicity we will design two
types of them Fire Brigades agents and Police Force Agents.
We can design an Agent Class Diagram in AUML as follows:
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• Fire Brigades agents
Fire Brigades agent is an agent who is responsible for controlling the spread of fire
in the city, and extinguishing as many buildings as possible. In AUML, we can
model Fire Brigades agent as follows:


Agent Class
o Name
- Instance: fireman-agent1
- Role: fireman, rescuer, negotiator
- Class: fire-extinguisher

o State Description
public recover 1..10 {frozen}
public water-tank 1..1 :integer = 200 {changeable}
public multi 0..1 :integer = 40 {frozen}
public burn-building :integer {changeable}

o Actions
public water-tank = 0 retreat water-tank = 200

o Methods
public burn-building = 1 extinguish (burn-building, floors)
:string recover = recover+1 {changeable}

o Service Description
Extinguishing burning buildings and rescuing civilians

o Supported Protocols
Brokering interaction protocol
Query interaction protocol
Request interaction protocol

o Agent-Head-Automata
It contains functions that manages all agents actions, methods,
and messages
o Group representation
Group representation used in systems that contains agents who
have the ability to join more than one organization. In this case
of Fire Brigades agent, the fireman couldn’t move from one its
organization to another one.
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Agent Communication Language
o Name
Instance: Accept Proposal1

o Description
Accept-proposal is a general-purpose acceptance of a proposal
that was previously submitted. The agent sending the acceptance
informs the receiver that it intends that the receiving agent will
perform the action, once the given precondition is, or becomes,
true.

o Message Content
A tuple consisting of an action expression denoting the action to
be done and a proposition giving the conditions of the agreement
It could be written like:
<j, INFORM (i, p)> | <j, INFORM (i, ￢p)>

o Semantics
(accept-proposal
:sender (agent-identifier :name i)
:receiver (set (agent-identifier :name j))
:in-reply-to fireman2
:content
((action (agent-identifier :name j)
(stream-content tank 19))
(B (agent-identifier :name j)
(ready fireman2)))
:language FIPA-SL)



Agent Service
o Name
Extinguishing burning buildings

o Description
This service is responsible for extinguishing burning buildings,
were these buildings specified by the agent itself.

o Type
Public service

o ACL
Accept Proposal, Agree, Cancel, and Call for Proposal

o Ontology
Burning buildings ontology, Fire station ontology, and Rescuing
ontology
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o Content Language
A list of content languages like LOTA and FIPA SL

o Properties
None

o Message Content
A tuple consisting of an action expression denoting the action to
be done and a proposition giving the conditions of the agreement


Agent Class Relationships
o Generalization
All a fireman agents inherits everything from its parent (Fire
Brigade agent).

o Aggregation
We can not define part-of relationship between agents in this
environment.

o Cooperation
We can make a cooperation relationship between policeman
agent and fireman agent.

• Police Force Agents
Police Force Agent is an agent who is responsible, basically, for clearing roads and it
may evacuate injured civilians. In AUML, we can model Police Force Agent as
follows:

 Agent Class
o Name
- Instance: police agent1
- Role: policeman, rescuer, negotiator
- Class: fireman

o State Description
public rank 1..1 :character = b {frozen}
public streets :string {frozen}
public street-priority :string = 0{changeable}
o Actions
public street-priority < 20 change-street street-priority > 60
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o Methods
public street-priority = 0 explore (streets) :string recover =
recover+1 {changeable}
o Service Description
Evacuation injured civilians and clearing roads
o Supported Protocols
Brokering interaction protocol
Query interaction protocol
Request interaction protocol
o Agent-Head-Automata
It contains functions that manages all agents actions, methods,
and messages

 Agent Communication Language
o Name
Instance: Call for Proposal1
o Description
It is a general-purpose action to initiate a negotiation process by
making a call for proposals to perform the given action.
o Message Content
A tuple containing an action expression denoting the action to be
done, and a referential expression defining a single-parameter
proposition which gives the preconditions on the action
o Semantics
(call-for-proposal
:sender (agent-identifier :name j)
:receiver (set (agent-identifier :name i))
:content
((action (agent-identifier :name i)
(move policeman))
:ontology Rescuing ontology)

 Agent Service
o Name
Clearing roads
o Description
This service is responsible for clearing roads.
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o Type
None
o ACL
Accept Proposal, Agree, Cancel, and Call for Proposal
o Ontology
Clearing roads ontology and rescuing ontology
o Content Language
A list of content languages like LOTA and FIPA SL
o Properties
None

 Agent Class Relationships
o Generalization
All a policeman agents inherits everything from its parent (Police
Force agent).
o Aggregation
We can not define part-of relationship between agents in this
environment.
o Cooperation
We can make a cooperation relationship between fireman agent
and policeman agent.

After this presentation of a Class Diagram in UML and Agent Class Diagram in
AUML, we will present a set of new Agent structures, proposed in several actual recent
research works.

3.3. Toward Agent-Oriented Conceptualization and Implementation
Agent Structure in Toward Agent-Oriented Conceptualization and Implementation
[26] consists of Agent template that composed of the following:

• Agent Name
• Location
Agent location in the Organization.
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• Communists ”Goals”
All Agents’ goals that should be achieved.

• Knowledge Base
Knowledge Base is union of the set of domain classes for its attributes and
the underlying knowledge base that is always accessible to it for its decision
making.

• Communication Languages
All Agent Communication Languages that an Agent can use.

• Ontology
Contains the dictionary of the domain.

• Interaction protocols
Indicating the types of interactions witnessed in the application, and they
identify patterns of behavior.

• Capabilities
A set of methods to communicate, migrate, and learn.

• Accessory methods
All methods required to accomplish Agent specific responsibilities.

3.3.1 Applying the case study in Toward Agent-Oriented Conceptualization and
Implementation
In our case study we have three types of agents: Fire Brigades agents,
Ambulance Teams, and Police Force Agents. For simplicity we will design two
types of them Fire Brigades agents and Police Force Agents.
We can design an Agent Class Diagram in [26] as follows:
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• Fire Brigades agents
Fire Brigades agent is an agent who is responsible for controlling the spread of fire
in the city, and extinguishing as many buildings as possible. In [26], we can model
Fire Brigades agent as follows:

 Agent Class
o Agent Name
fire-man1
o Location
Fire brigade organization
o Communists
Extinguishing burning buildings and rescuing civilians
o Knowledge Base
Contains all the required knowledge for the fire-man which is
used in decision making
o Communication languages
FIPA ACL
Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML)
o Ontology
Burning buildings ontology, Fire station ontology, and Rescuing
ontology
o Interaction Protocols
Brokering interaction protocol
Query interaction protocol
Request interaction protocol
o Capabilities
It contains all functions that make the agent to communicate,
migrate, and learn
o Accessory methods
Carrying civilian, carrying fireplug, move, and using the fireplug

• Police Force Agents
Police Force Agent is an agent who is responsible, basically, for clearing roads and it
may evacuate injured civilians. In [26], we can model Police Force Agent as follows:

 Agent Class
o Agent Name
police-man1
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o Location
Police Force organization
o Communists
Evacuation injured civilians and clearing roads
o Knowledge Base
Contains all the required knowledge for the police-man which is
used in decision making
o Communication languages
FIPA ACL
KQML
o Ontology
Clearing roads ontology and Rescuing ontology
o Interaction Protocols
Brokering interaction protocol
Query interaction protocol
Request interaction protocol
o Capabilities
It contains all functions that make the agent to communicate,
migrate, and learn
o Accessory methods
Carrying civilian, move, and using police vehicle

3.4. A Methodology for Ontology Based Multi-Agent Systems
Development “MOBMAS”
Agent Structure in MOBMAS [27], consists of the following:

• Agent class name
• Roles
Roles played by the agent. Each Role represents a set of functions, each one
of them solves one agent goal.

• Belief
There are two kinds of information:
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Belief State: corresponds to an agent’s knowledge about a particular
state of the world and capturers the run-time facts about the state entities
that exists in the agent’s application and the Environment.



Belief Conceptualization: contains the Knowledge that an agent holds
about

the

conceptualization

of

the

world,

particularly

the

conceptualization of the entities referred to in the Belief state.

• Agent-Goal
It is the state of the world that an agent class would like to achieve.

• Events
It is defined as a significant occurrence in the environment that an agent
may respond “react”.

• Relationships
 Acquaintance
Each acquaintance between agent classes is depicted as an undirected
line connecting the agent classes. Inter-agent acquaintances can be
derived from the acquaintances amongst roles.

3.4.1 Applying the case study in MOBMAS
In our case study we have three types of agents: Fire Brigades agents,
Ambulance Teams, and Police Force Agents. For simplicity we will design two
types of them Fire Brigades agents and Police Force Agents.
We can design an Agent structure in [27] as follows:

• Fire Brigades agents
Fire Brigades agent is an agent who is responsible for controlling the spread of fire
in the city, and extinguishing as many buildings as possible. In [27], we can model
Fire Brigades agent as follows:
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Agent Class
o Agent Name
fire-man1
o Roles
fireman, rescuer, negotiator
o Belief
Belief State: state of burning buildings, state of water-tank
Belief Conceptualization: knowledge about dealing with burning
buildings, knowledge about dealing with water-tank
o Agent Goal
Extinguishing burning buildings and rescuing civilians
o Events
State of all burning buildings, injured civilians, and other agents



Relationships
o Acquaintance
Every agent has an acquaintance relationship with its neighbors.

• Police Force Agents
Police Force Agent is an agent who is responsible, basically, for clearing roads and it
may evacuate injured civilians. In [27], we can model Police Force Agent as follows:


Agent Class
o Agent Name
police-man1
o Roles
Police-man, rescuer, negotiator
o Belief
Belief State: state of burning buildings, roads, and civilians
Belief Conceptualization: knowledge about dealing with burning
buildings, clearing roads, and evacuation injured civilians
o Agent Goal
Evacuation all injured civilians, clearing all roads
o Events
State of all injured civilians, roads, and other agents



Relationships
o Acquaintance
Every agent has an acquaintance relationship with its neighbors.
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3.5. Jadex
Jadex is the famous platform for modeling Multiagent Systems [14]. It is an Agent
Oriented reasoning engine for writing rational agents with XML and the Java
programming language.
Agent Structure in Jadex called Agent Template, and it consists of the following:

• Imports
The imports tag is used to specify, which classes and packages can be used
by Java expressions.

• Capabilities
Each agent has at least one capability which is given by the beliefs, goals,
and plans, contained in an XML file.
A capability is basically the same as an agent, but without its own reasoning
process. On the other hand, an agent can be seen as a collection of
capabilities plus a separate reasoning process shared by all its capabilities.
In Jadex, Capabilities contains three types of information:


Beliefs
Beliefs represent the agent's knowledge about its environment and itself.
In Jadex the beliefs can be any Java objects. They are stored in a belief
base, and can be accessed and modified from plans using the belief-base
interface.



Goals
Goals make up the agent's motivational stance and are the driving forces
for its actions. Therefore, the representation and handling of goals is one
of the main features of Jadex.



Plans
Plans represent the agent's means to act in its environment. Therefore,
the plans predefined by the developer compose the library of actions the
agent can perform. Plans are selected in response to occurring events or
goals. The selection of plans is done automatically by the system.
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• Events
An important property of agents is the ability to react timely to different
kinds of events.
Jadex supports two kinds of application-level events.


Internal events can be used to denote an occurrence inside an agent,



Message events represent a communication between two or more agents.

• Properties
Properties represented in static expressions. They can be defined in two
different ways. First, you can use the properties section of the agent XML
file and add an arbitrary number of properties. Secondly, the agent tag has
an optional attribute "property-file" which refers to an XML file containing
important definitions.

• Configurations
Configurations represent both the initial and/or end states of an agent type.
Initial instance elements can be declared that are created when the agent is
started. This means that initial elements such as goals or plans are created
immediately when an agent is born.
End elements can be used to declare instance elements such as goals or
plans that will be created when an agent is going to be terminated.

• Means-end Reasoning
It includes a set of functions used to select and execute plans based on
internal or external event.

• Relationships
Jadex uses all Java language relationships, without any additional features.
3.5.1 Applying the case study in Jadex
In our case study we have three types of agents: Fire Brigades agents, Ambulance
Teams, and Police Force Agents. For simplicity we will design two types of them
Fire Brigades agents and Police Force Agents.
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We can design an Agent Template in [14] as follows:

• Fire Brigades agents
Fire Brigades agent is an agent who is responsible for controlling the spread of fire
in the city, and extinguishing as many buildings as possible. In [14], we can model
Fire Brigades agent as follows:


Agent Template
o Imports
<imports>
<import> fireman.* </import>
<import> search.civil.* </import>
</imports>

o Capabilities
- Beliefs
<beliefs>
<beliefset name="friend-Agent-names" class="String">
<fact>"fireman2"</fact>
<fact>"fireman3"</fact>
<fact>"fireman4"</fact>
</beliefset>
</beliefs>

- Goals
<goals>
<goal name="evacuation">
<parameter name="applicables"class="civilian"/>
<parameter name="result" class="civilian"
direction="in"/>
</goal>
</goals>

- Plans
<plans>
<plan name="fireman_move_plan">
<parameter name="move" class="Move">
<trigger>
<goal ref="makemove"/>
</trigger>
</plans>

o Events
<events>
<internalevent name="gui_update">
<parameter name="content" class="String"/>
</internalevent>
</events>

o Properties
<properties>
<property name="contentcodec.jade-management-sl0">
new JadeContentCodec(new SLCodec(0),
JADEManagementOntology.getInstance())
</property>
</properties>
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o Configurations
<configurations default="two">
<configuration name="one">
<capabilities>
<initialcapability ref="mycap" configuration="a"/>
</capabilities>
</configuration>
</configurations>

o Means-end Reasoning
jadex_rt.jar: The Jadex runtime jar includes the kernel of
the Jadex reasoning engine.

• Police Force Agents
Police Force Agent is an agent who is responsible, basically, for clearing roads and
it may evacuate injured civilians. In [14], we can model Police Force Agent as
follows:

 Agent Template
o Imports
<imports>
<import> policeman.* </import>
<import> search.street.* </import>
<import> search.civil.* </import>
</imports>

o Capabilities
- Beliefs
<beliefs>
<beliefset name="friend-Agent-names" class="String">
<fact>"policeman2"</fact>
<fact>"policeman3"</fact>
<fact>"policeman4"</fact>
</beliefset>
</beliefs>

- Goals
<goals>
<achievegoal name="moveto">
<parameter name="location" class="Location"/>
beliefbase.my_location.isNear(goal.location)
</achievegoal>
</goals>

- Plans
<plans>
<plan name="repair">
<body> new RepairPlan() </body>
<trigger>
<condition> beliefbase.out_of_order </condition>
</trigger>
</plan>
</plans>
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o Events
<events>
<messageevent name="query" type="fipa"
direction="receive">
<value>Fipa.QUERY_REF</value>
</parameter>
<parameter name="content" class="String"
direction="fixed">
<value>"ping"</value>
</parameter>
</messageevent>
</events>

o Properties
<properties>
<property name="contentcodec.fipa-management-sl0">
new JadeContentCodec(new SLCodec(0),
FIPAManagementOntology.getInstance())
</property>
</properties>

o Configurations
<configurations>
<configuration>
<capabilities>
<initialcapability ref="mycap" configuration="b"/>
</capabilities>
</configuration>
</configurations>

o Means-end Reasoning
jadex_rt.jar: The Jadex runtime jar includes the kernel of
the Jadex reasoning engine.

3.6. Developing Role-Based Open Multi-Agent Software Systems
Agent Structure in Developing Role-Based Open Multi-Agent Software Systems
[11], constituted by: Agent Class, Role Class, Relationships between Role Classes.
3.6.1. Agent Class
•

Attributes
An agent is identified by its attributes such as the agent name, agent owner
and agent identification.

•

Knowledge
Knowledge about the agent and the Environment around that agent; it is
represented as a special type of attributes.
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•

Motivations
Motivations, which is defined as any desire or preference that can lead to the
generation and adoption of goals, and also affect the outcome of the
reasoning or behavioral task intended to satisfy those goals.

•

Sensor
The sensor of an agent perceives related environment changes and
transforms the inputs into a set of sensor data.

•

Reasoning Mechanism
The reasoning-Mechanism is defined as a function that takes a set of sensor
data and a set of motivations as arguments and maps them to a set of goals
and sub-goals.

•

Role-Matching Mechanism
Based on the goals and sub-goals, the function role-Matching Mechanism
further derives a set of needed roles with certain attributes. The agent then
searches the role space for any available role instances that satisfies the role
properties, and takes each needed available role instance from the role space
to achieve its goals.

•

Committed Plan
To realize an agent’s goal, a committed-plan is derived according to the role
instances and the knowledge possessed by the agent, which includes the
agent knowledge and the domain knowledge of each role instance taken by
the agent.

•

Roles Taken
The state variable roles-Taken refers to a set of roles that are currently taken
by the agent.
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3.6.2. Role Class
•

Attributes
Represents a set of role attributes that describe the characteristic properties
of a role, including role name and role identification.

•

Domain Knowledge
Specifies a set of domain knowledge that a role must possess to achieve its
domain goals.

•

Domain Goals
Describes the current goal states and a set of domain goals that a role may
achieve.

•

Domain Plans
Represents a set of plan trees that are used to achieve a goal or sub-goal by
executing several actions in a specified order. Each plan tree is associated
with a goal or a sub-goal; however, a goal or sub-goal may associate with
more than one plan tree, and the most suitable one will be selected to
achieve that goal or sub-goal.

•

Domain Actions
Refer to a set of actions that will be trigged to execute when an associated
plan tree is selected to carry out.

•

Protocols
Defines the way how role instances may interact with each other.

•

Permissions
Describes the resources that are available to that role in order to achieve a
goal or sub-goal.

•

Be Taken
It defines if a role instance has already been taken by an agent. An
instantiated role is similar to the concept of object, which is an instantiated
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entity of a class. It has certain goals, plan trees, and actions, it cannot start to
execute until it is taken by an agent.
•

Relationships
The relationships are only between two “role classes”. i.e. there are no
relationship between Agents.


Inheritance Relationship
An inheritance relationship between two role classes represents the
generalization or specialization relationship between two role
classes, where one class is a specialized version of another.
Inheritance is a mechanism for incremental specification and design,
whereby new classes may be derived from one or more existing
classes.



Leading Role Relationship
A leading role is responsible for hiring other roles in achieving its
goal. For example, a company A is a leading role, which is
responsible for hiring new employees. The leading role inherits all
the data fields as well as all operations defined in the Role class. In
addition, a leading role records the number of role instances that are
required to achieve its goals.



Composite Role Relationship
In the Composite-Role class, the state variable sub-Roles describe a
set of role instances of type Role or its derivatives. Sub-roles can be
added into or deleted from the sub-roles set.



Aggregation Relationship
The aggregation relationship between role classes is most suitable
for defining the hierarchy of a role organization. For instance, we
can use a composite role to represent a team, a group or even a role
organization.



Association Relationship
The association relationship is one of the most common relationships
between role classes. The association indicates an action that an
instance of one role may perform on an instance of another role.
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3.6.3. Applying the case study in Developing Role-Based Open Multi-Agent
Software Systems
In our case study we have three types of agents: Fire Brigades agents,
Ambulance Teams, and Police Force Agents. For simplicity we will design
two types of them Fire Brigades agents and Police Force Agents.
We can design an Agent class in [11] as follows:
•

Fire Brigades agents
Fire Brigades agent is an agent who is responsible for controlling the spread of fire
in the city, and extinguishing as many buildings as possible. In [11], we can model
Fire Brigades agent as follows:

 Agent Class
o Attributes
Agent name: fireman1
Organization: Fire brigades agents
Type: none
o Knowledge
Team leader: fireman2
Team-members: fireman1, fireman2, fireman3, fireman4
Agent state: working
o Motivations
State of all burning buildings and injured civilians
o Sensor
Environment sensor1,
Environment sensor2
o Reasoning Mechanism
If environment sensor1 = injured civilian then => rescue
If environment sensor2 = burning building then => extinguish
o Role-Matching Mechanism
When the agent wants to achieve extinguishing burning buildings
goal, Role-Matching Mechanism derives a set of needed roles for
extinguishing burning buildings goal, these roles may include:
fireman role, rescuer role, policeman role. After that the agent
searches the role space for the closer role properties with his
derived roles. After finding the closer role, the agent makes an
instance from that role to achieve extinguishing burning
buildings goal.
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o Committed Plan
It contains all information about all domain knowledge gathered
from the instances of agent roles related with knowledge
possessed by the agent.
o Roles Taken
Fireman role and rescuer role

 Role Class
o Attributes
Name: rescuer1
o Domain Knowledge
Knowledge about transporting injured civilians and first aid.
o Domain Goals
Evacuation injured civilians, give first aid to injured civilians.
o Domain Plans
Each goal in the “domain goals” may have one or more plan tree,
and each plan tree contains a sequence of actions that could be
done by the role to achieve its goal.
o Domain Actions
It is the set of that is used by domain plan, it could be: carrying
injured civilian, transporting injured civilian, and giving first aid
to injured civilian.
o Protocols
There is no specific type of agent communication protocols. We
can use FIPA ACL or KQML protocols.
o Permissions
Ambulance first aid [only use]
Oxygen cylinder [none]
o Be Taken
Rescuer

 Relationships
All relationships are between Roles
Inheritance Relationship
All rescuer roles are inherited from Rescuer parent role.
o Leading Role Relationship
The rescuer role could be a leading role for negotiation role.
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o Composite Role Relationship
We can specify the relationship between fireman role and rescuer
role as composite role relationship from fireman to rescuer; that
means the rescuer role is a sub-role of fireman role.
o Aggregation Relationship
All fireman roles have an Aggregation Relationship with fireman
Headquarters role.
o Association Relationship
The rescuer role could make association with policeman role; by
this association the policeman may help the rescuer in some
purposes like: carrying injured civilians.
•

Police Force Agents
Police Force Agent is an agent who is responsible, basically, for clearing roads and
it may evacuate injured civilians. In [11], we can model Police Force Agent as
follows:

 Agent Class
o Attributes
Agent name: policeman1
Organization: Police Force agents
Type: none
o Knowledge
Team leader: policeman1
Team-members: policeman1and policeman2.
Agent state: working
o Motivations
State of all streets and injured civilians
o Sensor
Environment sensor1,
Environment sensor2
o Reasoning Mechanism
If environment sensor1 = injured civilian then => rescue
If environment sensor2 = cars-in-road then => clearing roads
o Role-Matching Mechanism
When the agent wants to achieve clearing roads goal, RoleMatching Mechanism derives a set of needed roles for clearing
roads goal, these roles may include: policeman role, rescuer role,
negotiator role. After that the agent searches the role space for
the closer role properties with his derived roles. After finding the
closer role, the agent makes an instance from that role to achieve
clearing roads goal.
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o Committed Plan
It contains all information about all domain knowledge gathered
from the instances of agent roles related with knowledge
possessed by the agent.
o Roles Taken
Policeman role and rescuer role

 Role Class
o Attributes
Name: rescuer1
o Domain Knowledge
Knowledge about transporting injured civilians and first aid.
o Domain Goals
Evacuation injured civilians, give first aid to injured civilians.
o Domain Plans
Each goal in the “domain goals” may have one or more plan tree,
and each plan tree contains a sequence of actions that could be
done by the role to achieve its goal.
o Domain Actions
It is the set of that is used by domain plan, it could be: carrying
injured civilian, transporting injured civilian, and giving first aid
to injured civilian.
o Protocols
There is no specific type of agent communication protocols. We
can use FIPA ACL or KQML protocols.
o Permissions
Ambulance first aid [only use]
Oxygen cylinder [none]
o Be Taken
Rescuer

 Relationships
All relationships are between Roles
o Inheritance Relationship
All rescuer roles are inherited from Rescuer parent role.
o Leading Role Relationship
The rescuer role could be a leading role for negotiation role.
o Composite Role Relationship
We can specify the relationship between policeman role and
rescuer role as composite role relationship from policeman to
rescuer; that means the rescuer role is a sub-role of policeman
role.
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o Aggregation Relationship
All policeman roles have an aggregation Relationship with their
Headquarters role.
o Association Relationship
The rescuer role could make association with policeman role; by
this association the policeman may help the rescuer in some
purposes like: carrying injured civilians.

3.7. Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced a set of new agent structures. In [26], the agent
structure can act rationally using its knowledge base and can make communications
to other agents using communication protocols, communication languages, and
ontology; but it still has a problem in planning, it doesn’t have plans to reach goals,
it reaches goals only by running the capabilities without any line of actions. In [27],
agent structure has set of goals and can reach them by using its roles and beliefs,
while it triggers the goal by events; but in this structure, the agent can’t act
depending on structured actions “plans”. In [14], agent structure can reach its goals
based on executing plans using Means-end Reasoning; this structure doesn’t use a
knowledge base, this states that its decisions are predefined decisions while it
doesn’t deals with roles. In [11], the agent can make decisions based on its
knowledge, while it still can execute plans using the associated role; the problem
appears when an agent receives an event which is always playing a role to achieve
that goal, but the event may be a small request, and doesn’t need to play a role,
despite of having a knowledge by an agent that is separated from the domain
knowledge; this states that when an agent plays a role then finishes playing that role
it will eliminate all domain knowledge that is represented in the role knowledge. In
[19, 20, 21, 22], agents knowledge is represented as attributes in State Description,
and the agent does its thinking process in the Agent-head Automata, without using
any inference from a knowledge base; this indicates that its decisions are built on a
predefined behavior without any rationality.
From the previous review, we can collect the strengthens of these modeling
languages and take in our consideration the coherence and consistency of all these
components and integrate them together to make a good agent model having the
maximum strengthens and the minimum problems.

CHAPTER 4
AN AUML CLASS DIAGRAM ENHANCEMENT
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In this chapter we will introduce a set of Agent Structural Requirements that gathered
from several researches and trying to build a new Agent Class Diagram based on
AUML Class Diagram and the strengthens of the other Agent modeling languages.

4.1. Agent Structural Requirements
To achieve a more complete and useful Agent structural requirements, we studied all
Agents capabilities and characteristics, and upon what agents are based in actual
multiagent systems researches [11, 14, 26, 27, 19, 20, 21, 22], then combine them in
a complete and coherent set, as in the following:
4.1.1

Autonomy

When an agent has a certain independence from external control, it is considered
autonomous [11]. Without any autonomy, an agent would no longer be a dynamic
entity, but rather a passive object [18]. That means, Agents can operate and make
their own decision on which action they should take, independent of humans or
other agents [18], [28]. An agent is said to be an “autonomous agent” if its behavior
and actions are not only based on the built-in knowledge, but also on its own
experience. [18].
•

Reactive
It is a property that allows agents to perceive and react to the changes in
their environment [26]. An agent should be capable of adapting itself for
any changes taking place in its environment in order to carry out the
functionalities upon which it has been designed [28].

•

Proactive
It might be possible to build agents that only act towards their goal or only
react to their environment [33].
Agents can react not only to specific method invocations but to observable
events within the environment, as well. Proactive agents will actually poll
the environment for events and other messages to determine what action
they should take. In short, an agent can decide when to say "go” [26], [28].
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In reality, many agents are designed as hybrid agents, possessing both
reactive and proactive characteristics [26], [28]. The challenge then is for
the designer to balance these two very different behaviors in order to create
an overall optimal behavior [26].

4.1.2

Communication

An agent can communicate with other agents on a common topic of discourse by
exchanging a sequence of messages in a speech-act-based language that others
understand [26]. The domain of discourse is described by its Ontology [7].
Ontologies describe the concepts and their relationships with different levels of
formality in a domain of discourse. For example, the ontology of a mobile device
can specify its concepts using the following terms: manufacturer, memory, screen
size. It used mainly by Agents negotiation for sharing and reusing knowledge.
•

Automated Negotiation
Negotiation is one of the vaguest aspects pertaining to many different
mechanisms of interaction to employ a set of existing conditions and
constraints of a discrete-agents environment in order to optimize specific
solutions and decisions [1]. Negotiation is mainly based on the cooperation
between agents, which have the desire to share their knowledge and
conflicting interests [26]. That is, in a problem where each agent has
different local knowledge negotiation can be an effective method for finding
the one global course of action which maximizes utility without having to
send all the local knowledge bases to a central location for consideration.

•

Cooperation
Cooperation means that the agent is able to coordinate with other agents to
achieve a common purpose; Cooperation involves communication and
interaction between agents to achieve common goals [26].

4.1.3

History

Mechanisms are required to provide a historical recording of the agent’s actions; so
that agent behavior can be audited and that agents can evaluate prior actions [26].
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4.1.4

Social ability

Interaction that is marked by friendliness or pleasant social relations, that is, where
the agent is affable, companionable, or friendly.
A software agent may have to possess social ability, to be capable of interacting
with other agents to provide its service [17, 33].

4.1.5

Rationality

It is the assumption that an agent will act in order to achieve its goals, and will not
act in such a way as to prevent its goals being achieved; at least insofar as its beliefs
permit [26], [33]. An agent should act rationally, based on its mental state, toward
achieve its internal pleasure [33].

4.1.6

Unpredictable behavior

Agents may also employ some degree of unpredictable (or nondeterministic)
behavior [33]. When observed from the environment, an agent can range from
being totally predictable to completely unpredictable [18].

4.1.7

Learning ability

When designing an agent, the developer may furnish it with all the intelligence
needed to carry out its assigned roles to achieve specific goals [26]. However, this
is not the best approach for either the agent or the designer. An agent should be able
to learn, in a dynamic manner, from its environment and from other agents, and
employ the incorporated information from this cognition to build and update its
knowledge base [33]. A real-world agent should be able to learn from past
experiences in order to improve on future solutions.

4.1.8

Mobility

Mobility is the ability for a software agent, under certain circumstances, to migrate
from one machine to another in a heterogeneous network environment to process its
tasks locally on that machine [26]. When the immigration decision takes place, the
agent is temporarily suspending its processing until it moves to the new destination
to resume it [30].
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4.1.9

Reasoning

Reasoning is the decision-making mechanism, by which an agent decides to act on
the basis of the information it receives, and in accordance with its own objectives to
achieve its goals [33].

4.1.10 Multi-agent planning
Multiagent planning is concerned with planning by multiple agents (globally), or
inside the agent itself (locally). It can involve agents planning for a common goal,
an agent coordinating the plans or planning of others, or agents refining their own
plans while negotiating over tasks or resources.

• Deliberative
Deliberative agents can learn and/or evolve; that is, they can change their
behavior based on their experience with other agents and the environment
[18]. The key component of a deliberative agent is a central reasoning
system. Deliberative agents generate plans to accomplish their goals [28].
The deliberative agent increasing the agent's ability to generate a plan to
successfully achieving its goals [28]. The main problem with a purely
deliberative agent occurs when dealing with real-time systems is reaction
time [33].

4.2. An AUML Class Diagram Enhancement
In the following, we present a new Agent Class Diagram, overcoming the precedent
AUML Agent Class Diagram insufficiencies and contributing to the achievement of
the above identified structural requirements. It consists of Agent Class, Role Class,
Agent Communication Language “ACL”, Agent Service, Agent Relationships, and
Role Relationships.

4.2.1

Agent Class

Agent can be Static or Dynamic
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• Static Agent class is one whose instances are required to play all of the
assigned roles through out their lifetime.

• Dynamic Agent class is one whose instances may change their active roles
from one time to another.

Agent Class in our approach consists of:

• Identification “Name”
• Location
Any Agent location should contain the name of the organization and the
environment that it belongs to; because the organization may belong to more
than one environment.


An Organization: It is a group of Agents working together to achieve
common purposes.



An Environment: It involves determining all the entities and resources
that the Multiagent System can exploit, control, or consume.

Written as: organization@environment

• Middle Agents
A set of all middle Agents that an agent can register itself to them.
Middle Agents compartments is related to Agent Service; when an agent
register itself to middle agents it should register all its services “Agent
Service” into the middle agents.
Written as: middle-gent@organization

• Supported Protocols
Supported protocols are described as a list. Supported protocols are adorned
with the roles played by the agent in these protocols.

• Destination
A set of all Organizations that the Agent can go to (mobile), and a list of
constraints for each one of them.
Each Organization may have a set of constraints that each agent should
comply before it registers itself in that Organization.
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Written as: organization@environment {set of constraints}
Destination used to enhance the mobility requirement, and it is used by
mobile agents to locate all organizations they can go to.

• Roles
Every Agent must have at least one role, this role used to achieve some
purposes by activating a plan or a set of plans.
MAS Environment define a set of System-Tasks that must be achieved,
those System-Tasks are mapped into Role-Tasks, and the Role-Tasks are
grouped into Roles [27]; that means each Role is a set of coherent tasks,
each task solve one problem i.e. each task achieves one Goal.
An Agent can play a role in a static or a dynamic way in follows:


Static Roles: A set of roles that an agent can play in asynchronous



Dynamic Roles: A set of roles that an agent can play in synchronous

The default state of the role is to be synchronous; but we may have some
role that couldn’t be played in synchronous, because they may cause some
conflict if they played together. These conflicts may happen from accessing
resources and executing plans. Role classes used to enhance the Multiagent
Systems Planning, but it uses only the internal planning.
Written as: (Static/Dynamic) role@organization@environment

• Ontology
It should contain all system Ontologies: Concepts, Interaction Protocols,
Domain Ontology, and Application Ontology.
Ontology compartment is related to beliefs compartment; that means when
an agent wants to build its ontology, one of the most important trees in that
ontology is belief tree.
Ontology used to enhance the Communication, Negotiation, and
Cooperation between Agents.
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• Environment resources
A set of all resources that an Agent can access from the environment with its
restrictions; these restrictions may be read, write, read-only, write-only, or
combining between any two of them.
resource@environment {read/write/read-only/…}

• Configurations
Configurations represent both the initial and/or end states of an agent type.


Initial instance elements can be declared that are created when the
agent is started. This means that initial elements such as goals or plans
could be created immediately when an agent is born.



End elements can be used to declare instance elements such as goals or
plans that will be created when an agent is going to be terminated.

Configurations used to make the agent have basic characteristics like the
human being.

• Belief “Knowledge Base”
It is a small local Knowledge Base, that contains the state of the Agent and
the state of its Environment.
Agent can extend its knowledge base from: its Environment, other Agents
reactions, and from its own decisions.
The main purpose of this Knowledge Base is to let the agent have the ability
to think by its own “mind” and take its own decisions. These decisions may
always be under evaluation and set on a Knowledge Base as a good or a bad
decision. i.e. learn from its experience.
Agent Knowledge Base could be useful in Learning Ability, Deliberative,
Communication, and Autonomy for an Agent.

• Intentions “Goals”
It defines a set of goals “internal or external” that an agent can achieve.
Goals may be composed of sub-goals.
Goals in general are extracted from the Multiagent System as “system tasks”
after that they are grouped into roles; each role contains a set of coherent
goals and their plans.
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Mainly, Agent Goals used to support Agent Planning, and Agent Proactive
behavior.

• Actions
We can define a set of Actions that an Agent can perform for some small
requests that don’t need for playing a Role to achieve it “Re-Active
Actions”, the other type of Actions “Pro-Active Actions” are actions
triggered by the agent itself, e.g. using timer. These two types of Actions
define reactive and proactive behavior of the Agent.
Actions can trigger some events from events compartment.
Agent Actions used to identify Agent Proactive and Reactive behaviors.

• Events
There are two types of Events:


Agent Generated Events
Internal Events: Agent generates this kind of events for its internal
purposes and it is occurred with some agent’s actions.
External Events: Agent generates this kind of events for outside
purposes like send an event to an Environment resource.



Agent Received Events
Agent may receive an event from outside the agent. i.e. receive events
from the environment, or another Agent.

In general, events maybe generated by:


Agents via execution of there Actions



Environment Resources via the execution of their services



Human users via their inputs to the system



Outside “Environment” Sensors

Events used to support Agent Proactive behavior.

• Methods “Accessory Methods”
This compartment contains all methods that are required by an Agent to
provide it while doing its work.
Accessory Methods are all methods that support all Agent basic operations.
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• Inference engine
This compartment is responsible to derive answers from a Knowledge Base.
The agent may use it for decision making.
The main purpose of this compartment is to derive logical decisions to the
Agent; these decisions used by some Agent Mental Reasoning methods to
provide them with logical answers.

• Mental Reasoning methods
This compartment contains a set of all agent intelligent methods like:
Negotiation, Learning, Prediction, and Migration. Most of these methods
use the agent Knowledge Base decisions by asking the Inference engine.
By using this compartment, the Agent can do an automated negotiation,
rational thinking, and automated mobility.

• Automata-Reasoning Mechanism
Automata-Reasoning Mechanism is the mind of the Agent; it uses a
technique to decide the appropriate action to trigger, or the appropriate role
to play or the appropriate service to run, or to do nothing, based on the
incoming event or the incoming communicative act and also based on the
Agent internal state.

Agent in AUML doesn’t have the ability to make decisions based on mental
reasoning because it doesn’t have a knowledge base, so its decisions based
on a predefined algorithm designed on Agent-Head-Automata.

Automata-Reasoning Mechanism mainly supporting the Rationality of
Agents. And it causes the unpredictable behavior of the Agent.
Figure 4.1 represents the Automata-Reasoning Mechanism in our approach.
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Figure 4.1: Automata-Reasoning Mechanism

The Automata-Reasoning runs when it receives an event which is made internally
“normally by timers” or externally “from the outside”. After that, the AutomataReasoning read this event “that contains Communicative Act” and make the decision
that will be either triggering a goal, an action, a service, or to do nothing based on its
previous experience and knowledge, if it triggers a goal the Automata will execute the
appropriate role from the goals set, this role will run a plan to reach the goal, this plan
could use some mental reasoning methods and could trigger a goal. If the Automata
trigger an Action, it will directly execute an action or a sequence of actions based on
the actions set, and it also could use the mental reasoning methods and could triggers an
event. Finally if the Automata execute a service, it will directly execute a service from
a set of services based on the requested service, and it also could use the mental
reasoning methods and could triggers an event.
The Automata can use inference engine to reason about some information in the
knowledge base for the ultimate purpose of formulating new conclusions.
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Figure 4.2: Agent Class
4.2.2

Role Class

We propose a Role Class consisting of the following:

• Role Name
• Role Tasks
Role tasks are derived from system tasks, and they contain a set of all tasks
that a role can perform.

• Desire “Plans”
It should be described in “Role Framework” because one goal, for example
“gaining money” can be done in two ways “Plans”; either by “legal job” or
by “stealing money”, these two “Plans” needs two roles “Worker” and
“Thief”.
Plans can be seen as a sequence of actions that used to achieve a goal or
sub-goal. A goal or sub-goal may associate with more than one plan, and the
most suitable one will be selected by using Plan Selector.
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• Plan Selector
It is a function that is used to select the appropriate Plan based on the set of
Role Tasks.

• Actions
A set of all Actions that all Plans need to accomplish their work.
In general we can see an action as a special type of functions.

• Events
Role can generate Events and send them to the Agent.

Figure 4.3: Role Class
4.2.3

Agent Communication Language “ACL”

Agent uses Agent Communication Language to send messages to other agents. It
has the same structure as it is in AUML.
Agent Communication Language is the basic for any Agent to Agent general
Communication; that means any Agent Communication, Negotiation, or
Cooperation is done only by sending Communicative Acts.

4.2.4

Agent Service

A service is an activity that an agent can perform and is provided to other agents.
Agent Service in AUML consists of the following:

• Name
Name of the service.

• Description
A description in natural language of this service.
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• Type
The type of the service.

• Methods
A set of methods supporting the service.

Figure 4.4: Agent Service
4.2.5

Agent Class Diagram relationships

In our approach we propose the following relationships:

• Agent Class relationships


Inheritance (parent, child)
Inheritance between two agents represents that the “child” Agent may
takes his entire parent characteristics, or a set of his parent
characteristics. Figure 4.5, shows the inheritance relationship.

Figure 4.5: Inheritance relationship


Play (Role, Agent)
The play relationship specifies the roles that an Agent can play. When
an Agent class is related to a role class by the play relationship it means
that the Agent instance can play one or more role instances. Figure 4.6,
shows the play relationship.

Figure 4.6: Play relationship


Control (controller, controlled)
The control relationship defines that the controlled entity must do
anything that the controller entity requests. Figure 4.7, shows the control
relationship. By using control, we can specify the hierarchical chain
management in Agents society.

Figure 4.7: Control relationship
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Dependency (client, supplier)
In this relationship, the “client Agent” may be defined to be dependent
on another one the “supplier Agent” to do its job. The dependency
relationship specifies that the client agent cannot completely do its job
unless it asks the supplier. Figure 4.8 shows the dependency relationship
This relationship is used between two agents, the first one “the client”
didn’t have the service that the “supplier” has; in this case it sends a
request to the “supplier” to do that service.

Figure 4.8: Dependency relationship


Aggregation (aggregator, part)
The aggregator agent may use the functionalities available in its parts.
The parts do not need to know that they are being aggregated to an
aggregator, but the aggregator should know each of its parts. Figure 4.9,
shows the aggregation relationship.

Figure 4.9: Aggregation relationship

• Role Class relationships
 Inheritance (parent, child)
Inheritance between roles means that a role may inherit some
functionality from another role; this functionality maybe a plan, an
action, or other. Figure 4.10, shows the inheritance relationship.

Figure 4.10: Inheritance relationship

 Leading (leader, subordinator)
The leader relationship between roles used to define the hierarchy of a
role organization; that means when we define a leader and a
subordinator, the subordinator should obey his leader. Figure 4.11,
shows the leading relationship.

Figure 4.11: Leading relationship
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4.3. Applying the case study in AUML Class Diagram Enhancement
In our case study we have three types of agents: Fire Brigades agents, Ambulance
Teams, and Police Force Agents. For simplicity we will design two types of them Fire
Brigades agents and Police Force Agents.
We can design an Agent Class Diagram in our approach as follows:

• Fire Brigades agents
Fire Brigades agent is an agent who is responsible for controlling the spread of fire
in the city, and extinguishing as many buildings as possible. In our approach, we
can model Fire Brigades agent as follows:


Agent Class
o Identification
fireman-agent1
o Location
Fire Brigades agent organization@burning building environment
o Middle Agents
There is no need for middle agents
o Supported Protocols
Brokering interaction protocol
Query interaction protocol
Request interaction protocol
o Destination
In this case all agent organization will be the same, because the
fireman agent couldn’t be a policeman agent.
Fire Brigades agent organization@ fire station environment
Fire Brigades agent organization@ street environment
o Roles
(dynamic) fireman@ Fire Brigades agent@ burning building
(dynamic) rescuer @ Fire Brigades agent@ burning building
(static) negotiator @ Fire Brigades agent@ burning building
o Ontology
Burning buildings ontology, Fire station ontology, Rescuing
ontology, and all interaction protocols ontology
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o Environment resources
Water-tank @ burning building environment {read, write}
Water-tank @ street environment {read, write}
Water-tank @ fire station environment {read only}
Oxygen cylinder @ burning building environment {read, write}
Oxygen cylinder @ street environment {read only}
Oxygen cylinder @ fire station environment {read only}
o Configurations
There is no need for configuring initial instance elements or end
elements
o Belief
It contains a small local Knowledge Base about the state of the
Agent and the state of its Environment. And also, contains the
experiences and expertise gathered in the agent lifetime.
o Intentions
Extinguishing burning buildings and rescuing civilians.
o Actions
Reactive actions
When a fireman agent detects that it has run out of water, all
plans will be ignored except triggering “out of water” action, and
going to fill out water-tank
Proactive action
There is no need to proactive behavior in this agent.
o Events
- Agent generated events
Agent internal events
While a fireman agent extinguishing burning
building he detects that it has run out of water,
internal events will be triggered to the agent itself
called “run out of water”, after that all plans will
be ignored except triggering “out of water” action,
and going to fill out water-tank then completing
the plans.
Agent external events
Calling for help from any agents by broadcasting.
Whistling to all fireman team to regroup.
- Agent received events
State of all burning buildings, injured civilians, and other
agents.
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o Methods “Accessory Methods”
It contains all methods that support Automata-Reasoning
Mechanism to do its jobs. Like:
Methods for calling actions.
Methods for dealing with inference engine.
Methods for querying for the best goal.
o Inference engine
This compartment is responsible to derive answers from a
Knowledge Base. The agent may use it for decision making.
o Mental Reasoning methods
It contains all Negotiation, Learning, Prediction, and Migration
methods.
o Automata-Reasoning mechanism
This compartment is responsible of receiving and sending all
messages and events from itself to other agents and it is
responsible for managing all the system functionalities including
running Actions, Methods, Inference engine, and Mental
reasoning methods to achieve its main goals.


Role Class
o Role Name
Fireman_transport1
o Role Tasks
By using this role, agent can do the following:
Going to the burning building
o Desire
In general, desire could be represented as a set of trees which
contains a set of related Role Actions. For example, a fireman
could has a plan to go to the burning building named “going to
the burning building” that contains the following sequence of
actions: when the warning alarm fired, go to the extinguisher
vehicle, and take the information for the destination, then drive
the vehicle, after that when reaching the destination, get off the
vehicle, grouping together, go to the burning building.
o Plan Selector
In this case we have only on possible plan. So we don’t have to
select the most appropriate one.
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o Actions
Going to the burning building plan contain the following actions:
Go to the extinguisher vehicle
Go to the burning building by vehicle
Get off the vehicle
Grouping together outside the vehicle
Go to the burning building by foot
Extinguish the fire in the building
Finding civilians
o Events
Calling for help from any agents by broadcasting.



Agent Communication Language
o Name
Accept Proposal1
o Description
Accept-proposal is a general-purpose acceptance of a proposal
that was previously submitted. The agent sending the acceptance
informs the receiver that it intends that the receiving agent will
perform the action, once the given precondition is, or becomes,
true.
o Message Content
A tuple consisting of an action expression denoting the action to
be done and a proposition giving the conditions of the agreement
It could be written like:
<j, INFORM (i, p)> | <j, INFORM (i, ￢p)>

o Semantics
(accept-proposal
:sender (agent-identifier :name i)
:receiver (set (agent-identifier :name j))
:in-reply-to fireman2
:content
((action (agent-identifier :name j)
(stream-content tank 19))
(B (agent-identifier :name j)
(ready fireman2)))
:language FIPA-SL)
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Agent Service
We will not using agent service in this case because the agents are not
doing a service because the agent doesn’t have the ability to reject doing
his work. We can replace the using of service by using the ACL from
the agent itself. But in this case we must use one common type of
content language.



Agent Class Relationships
o Inheritance (parent, child)
Inheritance (Fire Brigade agent, fireman1)
o Play (Role, Agent)
Play (fireman, fireman1)
Play (rescuer, fireman1)
Play (negotiator, fireman1)
o Control (controller, controlled)
Control (fireman-agent1, fireman-agent2)
Control (fireman-agent1, fireman-agent3)
Control (fireman-agent1, fireman-agent4)
o Dependency (client, supplier)
There is no need for this relationship type in this case.
o Aggregation (aggregator, part)
There is no need for this relationship type in this case.



Role Class relationships
o Inheritance (parent, child)
Inheritance (fire brigade agent, fireman)
o Leading (leader, subordinator)
Leading (fireman1, fireman2)
Leading (fireman1, fireman3)
Leading (fireman1, fireman4)

•

Police Force Agents
Police Force Agent is an agent who is responsible, basically, for clearing roads and
it may evacuate injured civilians. In our approach, we can model Police Force
Agent as follows:


Agent Class
o Identification
policeman-agent1
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o Location
Police Force Agent organization@ burning building environment
o Middle Agents
There is no need for middle agents.
o Supported Protocols
Brokering interaction protocol.
Query interaction protocol.
Request interaction protocol.
o Destination
In this case all agent organization will be the same; the fireman
agent couldn’t change its organization to be a policeman agent.
Police Force Agent organization@ Police station environment
Police Force agent organization@ street environment
o Roles
(dynamic) policeman@ Police Force agent@ burning building
(dynamic) rescuer @ Police Force agent@ burning building
(static) negotiator @ Police Force agent@ burning building
(dynamic) policeman@ Police Force agent@ street
(dynamic) rescuer @ Police Force agent@ street
(static) negotiator @ Police Force agent@ street
o Ontology
Clearing roads ontology and rescuing ontology, and all
interaction protocols ontology.
o Environment resources
Vehicle@ street environment {read, write}
o Configurations
There is no need for configuring initial instance elements or end
elements.
o Belief
It contains a small local Knowledge Base about the state of the
Agent and the state of its Environment. And also, contains the
experiences and expertise gathered in the agent lifetime.
o Intentions
Evacuation injured civilians and clearing roads.
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o Actions
Reactive action
When a policeman agent saw an injured civilian who needs to be
carried out of that place, all plans will be ignored except
triggering “rescuing civilian” action.
Proactive action
There is no need to proactive behavior in this agent.
o Events
- Agent generated events
Agent internal events
A policeman agent may have an internal timer
that remembers him to check streets every hour.
Agent external events
Calling for help from any agents by broadcasting.
- Agent received events
State of all streets, injured civilians, and other agents.
o Methods “Accessory Methods”
It contains all methods that support Automata-Reasoning
Mechanism to do its jobs. Like:
Methods for calling actions
Methods for dealing with inference engine
Methods for querying for the best goal
o Inference engine
This compartment is responsible to derive answers from a
Knowledge Base. The agent may use it for decision making.
o Mental Reasoning methods
It contains all Negotiation, Learning, Prediction, and Migration
methods.
o Automata-Reasoning mechanism
This compartment is responsible of receiving and sending all
messages and events from itself to other agents and it is
responsible for managing all the system functionalities including
running Actions, Methods, Inference engine, and Mental
reasoning methods to achieve its main goals.
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Role Class
o Role Name
Policeman_clearing_roads1
o Role Tasks
By using this role, agent can have only one role task which is
clearing all streets from civilians and cars.
o Desire
In general, desire could be represented as a set of trees which
contains a set of related Role Actions. For example, a policeman
may have a plan to clearing some roads named “clearing roads”
that contains the following sequence of actions: when the
policeman arrived to the specific place, he must find the most
important street to clear, after specify the street, he beginning
clearing that street from cars, then clearing it from civilians.
o Plan Selector
In this case we have only on possible plan. So we don’t have to
select the most appropriate one.
o Actions
Clearing roads plan contains the following actions:
Finding the most important street to clear
Clearing that street from cars
Clearing that street from civilians
Search again for the most important street to clear
o Events
Calling for help from any agents by broadcasting.



Agent Communication Language
o Name
Instance: Call for Proposal1
o Description
It is a general-purpose action to initiate a negotiation process by
making a call for proposals to perform the given action.
o Message Content
A tuple containing an action expression denoting the action to be
done, and a referential expression defining a single-parameter
proposition which gives the preconditions on the action.
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o Semantics
(call-for-proposal
:sender (agent-identifier :name j)
:receiver (set (agent-identifier :name i))
:content
((action (agent-identifier :name i)
(move policeman))
:ontology Rescuing ontology)



Agent Service
We will not using agent service in this case because the agents are not
doing a service because the agent doesn’t have the ability to reject doing
his work. We can replace the using of service by using the ACL from
the agent itself. But in this case we must use one common type of
content language.



Agent Class Relationships
o Inheritance (parent, child)
Inheritance (Police Force agent, policeman1)
o Play (Role, Agent)
Play (policeman, policeman1)
Play (rescuer, policeman1)
Play (negotiator, policeman1)
o Control (controller, controlled)
Control (policeman-agent1, policeman-agent2)
o Dependency (client, supplier)
There is no need for this relationship type in this case.
o Aggregation (aggregator, part)
There is no need for this relationship type in this case.



Role Class relationships
o Inheritance (parent, child)
Inheritance (Police Force Agent, policeman)
o Leading (leader, subordinator)
Leading (policeman1, policeman2)

CHAPTER 5
THE EVALUATION
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5.1. Introduction
The practical evaluation of the proposed model may necessitate the implementation of a
multiagent system application based on this approach and evaluating its effectiveness.
However:

• This requires a team work over a large period of time, because it needs:
 For each agent class we should build a knowledge base [6, 24],
 For each agent class we should build an ontology for the entire System [11],
[14], [19, 20, 21], [26], [27],

 For each agent class we have to implement the Agent Interaction Protocols
“AIP” for communication [19, 20],

 For each role class we must design at least one plan tree with set of actions,
 For each agent we should build at least one Mental Reasoning method.
 We should build at least one organization in one environment.
 At least we should build two agents to make a community.
• Research works in this area are mainly theoretical rather than practical [13, 16,
18, 19, 26],

• Not availability of data on real multiagent system applications, nor evaluation
criteria [16, 18, 19].

This leads us to a comparative evaluation with other approaches based on some
evaluation criteria.
However, a graphical environment supporting the development of Agent Class
Diagram according to our proposal is developed by extending the Unified Modeling
Language Class Diagram tool provided by Rational Rose.
The semantics research in Unified Modeling Language semantics have not been
admitted yet, and the semantics of AUML is far to be established. So, this work is not
concerned on any formal semantics definitions of the proposed concepts, but it is
interested in their practical identifications and their informal definitions.
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5.2. Comparison with similar works
We defined a set of evaluation criteria used to evaluate Agent Structure; these criteria
are based on the completeness of Agent structure and the representation of its mental
state. Also we enter the case study, from chapter 2, to make the evaluation more
richness.
5.2.1 Multiagent System structural requirements

• Agent Mental State
In Toward Agent-Oriented Conceptualization and Implementation [26] as it is
in MOBMAS [27], Agent Mental State is represented by Knowledge Base and
belief compartments, this compartment doesn’t contain agent previous
experiences or expertise it contains only the basic underlying knowledge for the
agent. In our case study, there are several problems arises when using this
minimum level of knowledge representation. One of these problems is that
agent couldn’t learn from its previous experiences or expertise. The second
problem is that the agent couldn’t derive new solutions from its knowledge,
because it is limited and couldn’t be rise in the agent lifetime. For example
when the fireman agent doing something wrong while rescuing a civilian from a
burning building, in [26, 27], the agent couldn’t have the ability to learn from
his previous experiences, and when facing the same situation in the future he
will fall in the same mistake again and again.
In Jadex [14], it is illustrated by Beliefs compartment; which is represented by
objects, that means reasoning, in this agent, is done in objects state “attributes”;
and that is insufficient for an agent to build a good decision. In our case study,
agent must have the ability to learn from its previous experiences and deriving a
new solutions based on its experiences and its underlying knowledge. For
example the policeman agent, in our case study, should have an underlying
knowledge about the environment “burning building environment” and he
should have knowledge about his old experiences, which makes him qualified
while facing problems in the environment. In [14], the agent has only the
underlying knowledge about the environment, but doesn’t have the ability to
learn from his previous experiences, because he doesn’t save his experiences in
the knowledge base, that means he will fail each time to solve any simple
reasoning problem.
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In Developing Role-Based Open Multi-Agent Software Systems [11], it is
represented by a Knowledge compartment, which contains knowledge about the
agent itself and the environment around that agent. This is the best agent mental
state modeling for two reasons, agent can make its decisions based on reasoning
process which is done upon the knowledge, and second reason is that the agent
can handle internal and external knowledge. As an example from our case
study, when the fireman agent doing something wrong while rescuing a civilian
from a burning building, the agent have the ability to learn from his previous
experiences by save this experience into his knowledge, and when facing the
same situation in the future he will try to solve the problem by using another
solution.
In AUML [19, 20, 21], it is represented by State Description “attributes”, only
about the agent internal state; which states that the agent doesn’t have a
knowledge about its environment, and it doesn’t have the ability to make a
rational decisions using some reasoning process. That means, and by using the
previous example, the fireman agent will not be able to know that his solution is
a good solution or a bad one; furthermore, when facing the same situation in the
future he will fall in the same mistake.
Here, in our approach, we replace the AUML State Description compartment
with Agent Belief which contains a knowledge base; that contains mainly of
knowledge about agent environment, other agent’s reactions, and his previous
decisions and reactions. That means, by using the previous example, the fireman
agent will have a knowledge that contains all information about his organization
as “Fire Brigade Agent”, environments “Burning Building, fire station, and
street”, surrounding agents, resources and experience, in other words, the agent
will have a complete set of knowledge about everything surrounding him. This
complete set of knowledge, allows the agent to make decisions based on good
underlying knowledge. In our previous example, the agent will be able to know
that his solution is a good solution or a bad one; furthermore, when facing the
same situation in the future he will not fall in the same mistakes.

• Agent Mental Behavior
In Toward Agent-Oriented Conceptualization and Implementation [26], agent
mental behavior is indicated by Capabilities compartment; that represents all
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agents intelligent functionalities; in this model, as it is in MOBMAS [27], an
agent doesn’t have the ability to act based on plans which destroy one of the
main agent requirements, which is Multi-agent planning. Furthermore, in [27],
agent doesn’t have the capability to make a decision based on its opinion, while
it doesn’t have any intelligent functional behavior like reasoning, negotiation,
and automated mobility. When applying [26, 27], in our case study, the fireman
agent couldn’t have plans for going to the burning building or to extinguishing
them; which means the agent will not be able to perform his jobs unless there is
a supervisor who controlling all agents moves.
In Jadex [14], it is represented by Means-end Reasoning, which is responsible
for selecting the appropriate plan based on the occurrence of internal or external
event; this reveals that the agent doesn’t have the capability to make a decision
based on its opinion, it is only select a plan based on event, and it couldn’t reject
to do any event. If we model our case study using [14], the fireman agent will
not be able to execute a plan in the middle of executing another one; that means
when the fireman agent executing the plan “extinguishing burning building” and
after the fireman agent entering the burning building, he founds a civilian inside
the building, in this case, the fireman agent should terminate the “extinguishing
burning building” plan and starting the “rescuing injured civilians” plan, which
is not allowed using this model language.
In Developing Role-Based Open Multi-Agent Software Systems [11], it is
represented by Reasoning Mechanism, Role Matching Mechanism, in agent
class, and Role Class; which is used to select the appropriate role class based on
the occurred event; in this structure the Agent couldn’t negotiate, predict, and
reason, because it doesn’t have a knowledge base, so it can't make decisions in
rational way. In our case study, the policeman agent or fireman agent couldn’t
establishing a negotiation; that means all agents working alone, there is no
cooperation between fireman agents to achieve a common goal which is
“extinguishing burning building”, and the same thing for policeman agents, they
couldn’t cooperate together to portion streets between them.
In AUML [19, 20, 21], it is indicated by Agent-Head-Automata; this automata
is responsible of the reactive behaviors of the agent; that is related to the
incoming messages with the internal state, and the result will be the outgoing
messages, this automata is predefined in the agent body, so, the agent decisions
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will be based on a predefined behavior that is opposite of basic agent behavior.
In our case study, the fireman agent may facing an unpredictable and unimplemented problem, such as, when the fireman brigades entering a burning
building, and after a while, the burning building collapsed slowly, in this case
the agent will not be able to make an unpredictable behavior to survive.
In our approach, we changed the previous Agent-Head-Automata by AutomataReasoning Mechanism, Mental Reasoning methods, Inference engine, and
Agent Role; by using our approach the agent can act rationally based on its
decisions (using a knowledge base), using its plans (by playing roles), and
communicate or negotiation to reach its goals. By using the previous example,
the fireman agent could make an unpredictable behavior to survive from the
collapsed burning building; moreover, the fireman agent can make a negotiation
with other fireman agents to rescuing him using the communication protocols,
or the fireman agent may run some surviving plan to rescuing himself.

• Dealing with Events
In Toward Agent-Oriented Conceptualization and Implementation [26], agents
do not deal with events “neither internal nor external”; in other words an agent
will not be applicable to act based on what happened around it, in this case
agent autonomy will be so weak. In our case study the fireman agent or the
policeman agent will not be able to see any injured civilians or burning
buildings; that means they are useless.
In MOBMAS [27], and AUML[19, 20, 21], events are classified only as
environmental external events, same as in Role Design is in Developing RoleBased Open Multi-Agent Software Systems [11], which contain internal sensors
for watching environment events; which means, agents couldn’t send an
announcement to any other agents or to the environment. In our case study, the
fireman agent may need to ask for help from any surrounding agents; that
means it should send a broadcasting event to all surrounding agents calling for
help. In this modeling language the agent is capable only for sending messages;
which mean it should send messages to all agents, one by one, calling for help,
and this takes a long time.
In Jadex [14], events are classified as message events “comes from outside
agents” and internal events, which is a good classification but it lacks the
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dealing with events that might become from the environment itself, or from
human users via their inputs to the system, or from outside sensors. In this case,
the policeman agent or the fireman agent will not be able to see any injured
civilians or burning buildings; that means they are useless.
In our approach, we extend the old AUML events by classifying events as agent
internal generated events “internal and external”, agent received events, and role
generated events; by using these kinds of events we can cover all kind of events
that might be generated by agents or by roles, either internal or external. In our
case study, the fireman agent may need to ask for help from any surrounding
agents; that means it should send a broadcasting event to all surrounding agents
calling for help; that means the agent should generate external event for that;
which is resides in the agents events compartment. In the second case, the
policeman agent or the fireman agent should be able to see injured civilians or
burning buildings; for this case, there is an agent received events; which is
responsible for receiving any external events, either from environment or
agents.

• Dealing with Roles
In Toward Agent-Oriented Conceptualization and Implementation [26], there
are no roles; which means we can define each agent to play one role. For
example, each role in the fireman agent (fireman, rescuer, and negotiator) will
be implemented as a separate agent, which is so weak.
In Jadex [14], MOBMAS [27], and AUML [19, 20, 21]; they use role on their
agent structure as an attribute only; which means that all plans will be placed
inside the agent itself; and that leads the agent to be more complex and its
functionality will be confected by each other. For example, each role in the
fireman agent (fireman, rescuer, and negotiator) will be implemented inside the
agent himself, which means that the agent will not be able to use them in
parallel in an efficient way.
The most complex Role Design is in Developing Role-Based Open Multi-Agent
Software Systems [11], roles are composed of all the domain mental state,
plans, actions, permissions, and goals; which states that all role knowledge,
actions plans, and goals are not based on its decision neither than its plan nor its
goals, this design will wok efficiently in our case study.
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In, our approach, Role Class is changed from the previous AUML roles, which
contain only role names, by adding a new role class that contains role tasks,
plans, plan selector, events, and actions; which indicates that the agent can
execute its plans based on the played role. For example, when the fireman agent
wants to go to the burning building from his fire station, he should use a
fireman-transport role; which contains all needed data for fireman
transportation.

• Dealing with Goals
In all agent modeling languages, Toward Agent-Oriented Conceptualization and
Implementation [26], Jadex [14], MOBMAS [27], and Developing Role-Based
Open Multi-Agent Software Systems [11], agent has to define at least one goal;
and this idea is not proposed in AUML [19, 20, 21]; which means that an agent
in AUML doesn’t act depending on its goals, but acting only on the basis of its
incoming messages and on its internal state.
In our approach, agent has a set of goals; which indicates that an agent will act
not only based on the incoming messages, but also on its goals.

• Middle Agents
Non of all agent modeling languages, Jadex [14], MOBMAS [27], Toward
Agent-Oriented Conceptualization and Implementation [26], Developing RoleBased Open Multi-Agent Software Systems [11], and AUML [19, 20, 21], use
middle Agents; which is used to register the agents' services, so when an
external agent wants to request a service; it asks the middle agent about the
appropriate agent, after that it connects to that agent and asks it for that service.
In our approach when an agent registers itself in an organization, it should
register its services in the middle agents.
In our case study there is no need for middle-agents between agents.

5.3 Model Coherence
By our case study, applied to our model, we stated the coherence and consistency
of the all proposed compartments integrated together.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
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6.1. Conclusions
In this research, we build a complete and coherent agent structure that gathered from
several research works, then enhancing the AUML Class Diagram by new techniques
or by adapting its old model to reach the complete and coherent agent structure.
AUML Enhancements
6.1.1. Adaptation of
•

State Description by represent it using a knowledge base,

•

Events, by adding external events.

6.1.2. Introducing a set of new compartments
•

Replacing Agent-Head-Automata that represent the agent mental
behavior, with Automata Reasoning Mechanism, Inference engine,
Mental Reasoning methods, and Role Class.

•

Middle Agents,

•

Configurations,

•

Environment resources,

•

Intentions,

•

Destination.

6.2. Future Work
Till now, AUML has extended a small set of UML diagrams (Communication
Diagram, Interaction Overview Diagram, Sequence Diagram, and Class Diagram);
these diagrams were produced for first draft at the beginning of 2004 and till now there
are no any extensions, and because the differences between Agent and Object, there
may be some necessity to remodel these diagrams to comply with agent characteristics.
In the case of AUML Class Diagram, there are a set of problems that still not solved yet
by our approach, these problems are:
6.2.1. Semantics
The main problem in AUML that still exists in our approach, that it doesn’t have a
formal semantics.
6.2.2. Deliberative
The agent should have the ability to change its plans based on its experience. In our
approach we have a set of predefined fixed plans.
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اﻟﺨﻼﺻﺔ

ﺗﻌﺘﺒ ﺮ اﻷﻧﻈﻤ ﺔ ﻣﺘﻌ ﺪدة اﻟ ﻮآﻼء ) (Multi-agent systemsﻣ ﻦ اﻷﻧﻈﻤ ﺔ اﻟﺤﺪﻳﺜ ﺔ ﻓ ﻲ ﻣﺠ ﺎل ﻋﻠ ﻢ
اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب ,ﺣﻴﺚ أﻧﻬﺎ ﺗﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﻓﻲ اﻻﻧﻈﻤﻪ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﻧﻮﻋﺎ ﻣﻦ اﻟ ﺬآﺎء اﻹﺻ ﻄﻨﺎﻋﻲ واﻟﺘﺸ ﻐﻴﻞ اﻵﻟ ﻲ.
هﻨﺎك اﻟﻜﺜﻴﺮ ﻣﻦ ﻟﻐﺎت اﻟﻨﻤﺬﺟﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﺔ ﻟﻨﻤﺬﺟﻪ اﻷﻧﻈﻤﺔ ﻣﺘﻌﺪدة اﻟﻮآﻼء .و ﻣﻦ أﺣﺪ اﻟﻠﻐﺎت اﻟﺸ ﻬﻴﺮة
اﻟﻤﺴ ﺘﺨﺪﻣﺔ ﻟ ﺬﻟﻚ ﻟﻐ ﺔ ه ﻲ ) , (AUMLﺣﻴ ﺚ ﺗﻌﺘﺒ ﺮ ﻣ ﻦ ﻟﻐ ﺎت اﻟﻨﻤﺬﺟ ﻪ اﻟﻤﺸ ﻬﻮرة و اﻟﺘ ﻲ ﺗﺮﺗﻜ ﺰ
ﺑﺎﻷﺳﺎس ﻋﻠﻰ ) .(UML 2.0هﺬﻩ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺗﺘﻨﺎول ﻓﻲ ﻃﻴﺎﺗﻬﺎ اوﺟ ﻪ اﻟﻀ ﻌﻒ اﻟﻤﻮﺟ ﻮدة و اﻟﺘ ﻰ ﻟ ﻢ ﻳ ﺘﻢ
ﺣﻠﻬﺎ ﺣﺘﻰ اﻵن ﻓﻲ ) (AUMLوذﻟﻚ ﻣﻦ ﺣﻴﺚ ﻗﺪرﺗﻬﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺘﻌﺎﻃﻲ ﻣﻊ آ ﻞ ﻣﺘﻄﻠﺒ ﺎت ) .(Agentsو
ﻣﻦ ﺛﻢ ﻣﺤﺎوﻟﺔ ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ أداءهﺎ وذﻟ ﻚ ﻋ ﻦ ﻃﺮﻳ ﻖ دﻣ ﺞ ﺑﻌ ﺾ ﻣﻜﻮﻧ ﺎت ﻟﻐ ﺎت ﻧﻤﺬﺟ ﺔ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔ ﺔ و اﺳ ﺘﺨﺪام
ﺑﻌﺾ أوﺟﻪ اﻟﻘﻮة ﻣﻦ هﺬﻩ اﻟﻠﻐﺎت ﻟﻤﺤﺎوﻟﺔ اﻹرﺗﻘﺎء ﺑﺘﺼﻤﻴﻢ ).(AUML

ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ و ﺗﻄﻮﻳﺮ ﻟﻐﺔ اﻟﻨﻤﺬﺟﺔ )(AUML

ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ
ﻣﺤﻤﻮد ﻋﺪﻧﺎن إﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﺻﻮاﻟﺤﺔ

ﺑﺎﺷﺮاف
د .ﺳﻌﻴﺪ ﻏﻮل

ﻗﺪﻣﺖ هﺬﻩ اﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ اﺳﺘﻜﻤﺎﻻ ﻟﻤﺘﻄﻠﺒﺎت
اﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻰ درﺟﺔ اﻟﻤﺎﺟﺴﺘﻴﺮ ﻓﻲ ﻋﻠﻢ اﻟﺤﺎﺳﻮب

ﻋﻤﺎدة اﻟﺒﺤﺚ اﻟﻌﻠﻤﻲ و اﻟﺪراﺳﺎت اﻟﻌﻠﻴﺎ
ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﻓﻴﻼدﻟﻔﻴﺎ
ﺷﺒﺎط ٢٠٠٨ /

